FIA EUROPEAN AUTOCROSS CHAMPIONSHIPS
PREROV – CZ

22.08. – 23.08.2015

INFORMATION FOR DRIVERS
1. Each competitor will get 4 free entry tickets for drivers, mechanics and eskort by Administrative
Checking. For every other member of the team an entry fee of 280 CZK (10 €) will be collected at
the paddock’s gate or likewise by Administrative Checking.
2. Each driver is responsible for watching of Official Notice Board and also for coming to the prestart area in time, the broadcast calling is only as an addend information.
3. Only 1 member of each team (visibly marked with an access allowing card) is authorized to come
to start grid. Drivers receive the card within 4 free entry tickets by Administrative Checking. Each
Team has just 1 transferrable card filled with start no. and division. After calling from organizer
all persons have to go outside. Any modification of starting grid (cleaning etc.) is forbidden.
4. The schedule of the Official Timed Practices will be posted on the Official notice board.
5. Jump start: There is a monitoring system on race-tower and a marshal to register false start.
Starting procedure: After all cars are placed on the start grid, marshal will show 5 sec. board and
will point his hand to the start lights. The start will be given by flashing green light.
6. In case of Jump Star, continue around the circuit and follow the instructions of marshals and
organizer.
7. After the finish of each heat go to the paddock (turn right after Marshal’s Post no.1). After finish
of Final (except drivers whose qualified from B-Final to A-Final) go to the Parc Fermé (turn right
after Marshal’s Post no.1) and follow the instructions of organizer.
8. Price giving ceremony will start immediately after each A Final.
9. All competitors and their teams have to take care about protection of Environment in all areas of
the event.
10. Driver, who doesn’t have his own transponder, can rent it at Administrative Checking for 30€, as
deposit will be taken 320€ or Drivers Licence. When you return the transponder (not damaged),
than you receive the deposit back.
11. If you want to put the transponder back, go to the Race-tower.
12. It’s forbidden to use any other transport vehicles (scooters, quads, motorbikes etc) in all areas of
the event, violation of the prohibition is punishable by a fine 5000 CZK (180 €). Prerov City Police
and Police of Czech Republic are monitoring compliance within this prohibition. Exceptions are
permitted only by the clerk of the course.
13. It is forbidden to make open-fire in all areas of the event.
14. Cleaning of the tires is prohibited on the starting grid. Breaking this rule will be punished. For
cleaning of the tires, driver has to use the area between the pre-start area and starting grid
which is marked by tape.
15. In case a driver is given a black or back and white flag, his number will appear on the board
located underneath the laps board on the left side of the finish area.
27th of June 2015, Prerov

Karel Kleiner, Clerk of the Course

